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The economic and social well-being of citizens depends on the reliable functioning of critical infrastructures, and 

in particular, the provision of a reliable telecommunication system. Integrated risk and resilience analysis and 

improvement processes have been proposed and adopted to critical infrastructure systems. However, fast, tabular, 

and in operational contexts realizable implementations are still lacking.  The paper proposes a set of interlinked 

tables for a fast, semi-quantitative implementation of such a process.  The sequence and structure of the tables is 

chosen to capture the relevant input for the risk and resilience analysis and management process.  Pulling from 

previous literature, four main constituents are identified and implemented as separate tables: system components, 

system functions, threats and mitigation options.  The linkage between the tables and their contents, including 

minimum consistency requirements are expected to be sufficient for a successful implementation of the resilience 

analysis and management process.  The linkage allows for direct computation of the correlations between the four 

constituents, e.g. system components with system functions, system functions with potential disruptions to identify 

critical combinations and threats with potential counter measures.  Furthermore, quantification options and potential 

counter measures for the critical combinations can be inferred.  Sample entries are given for the telecommunication 

infrastructure and the advantages of the approach are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

The aim of the proposed fast and flexible risk and 
resilience management process is to assess and 
improve the risk control, the resilience, and the 
efficiency of systems. The outcome of this 
process allows to identify system vulnerabilities 
and efficiently manage and mitigate the events.  
   Aim of this paper is to introduce a fast and 
flexible resilience analysis through a template-
based approach (FRAT). The method is currently 
deployed in the EU-H2020 project RESISTO1, 
aiming at improving the resilience of 
communication infrastructures in the light of 

                                                           
1 http://www.resistoproject.eu/  

cyber, physical and combined cyber-physical 
attacks. The framework of this project serves as 
an example case study throughout this paper. 

The paper is organized as follows: first, an 
extension of the ISO-31000 risk management 
process towards an integrated risk and resilience 
management process is introduced in Section 2. A 
detailed description of FRAT is given in Section 
3, including an introduction to necessary 
components (Section 3.1), specific contents and 
examples (Section 3.2) and finally examples of a 
first analysis with semi-quantitative results 
(Section 3.3). Finally, the conclusions are drawn 
in Section 4. 
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2. ISO-31000 conform Resilience 
Management Extension  

A combined risk and resilience assessment 
process, described in Häring (2017), is an 
extension of the ISO 31000 standard. Originally 
completed for the 2009 version of the standard, 
the extension still holds true for the updated 2018 
version.  

The ISO 31000 (2018) process has five steps:  

· System context definition 

· Risk identification 

· Risk analysis 

· Risk evaluation 

· Risk treatment 

Within the first step of system context 
definition, the scope and risk criteria are defined. 
The risk assessment process, within the larger, 
overall risk management process, includes risk 
identification, analysis and evaluation, which are 
followed by the risk treatment. For the resilience 
management extension of the standard, the ISO 
steps are divided into further stages to allow a 
resilience assessment to be completed, as shown 
in Fig. 1 (right).  

The resilience management extension includes 
nine steps: 

· Context analysis 

· System analysis 

· Identification of system performance 

function 

· Identification of disruptions 

· Functions and disruptions pre-assessment 

· Quantification of overall resilience 

· Evaluation of resilience/cost 

· Selection of resilience modification options 

· Implementation of resilience modification 

options 

Within the first step (context analysis) the 
economic, legal, societal and ethical contexts are 
generally described. Other aspects of the context 
are defined, including stakeholder identification, 
resilience objectives, and the criteria that will be 
used in the evaluation of the system.  

The system analysis performed in step two 
includes the definition of boundary conditions, 
the interfaces and evaluating the system 
environment. A model of the systems static and 
dynamic behavior is developed. Any restrictions 
of resilience are also defined in these steps. 

In step three, the system performance function 
identification, quantitative and qualitative 
descriptions of the system performance functions 
and services are defined. The combination of 
performance functions covers all system 
behaviors that are expected. 

Disruption identification as step four indicates, 
includes classical risk events, like threats and 
hazards that can influence the system behavior. 
For each threat, hazard or disruption identified, 
the system functions, technical resilience 
capabilities and system layers that can potentially 
be affected are determined as well.  

During the pre-assessment step, an analysis of 
combinations from system functions (step three) 
and identified disruptions (step four) is 
completed. Critical combinations are identified 
and evaluated further in a semi-quantitative 
approach.  

 
Fig. 1. The ISO 31000 (2018) risk management process (left) models the process as defined by the standard. The 

extension towards a resilience management process (right) allows for application to resilience 
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In step six, the overall resilience analysis is 
quantified. This quantification includes the 
system performance functions, identified threats 
and builds on the pre-assessment completed in 
step five. Resilience assessment quantities are 
determined as well.  

For step seven, the evaluation of resilience, 
different approaches are considered: performance 
loss analysis, evaluation of threat acceptance 
levels and performance comparisons, for 
example, with historical values. The outcome of 
steps five and six are evaluated in this phase.  

For modification and mitigation options in step 
eight, an inventory of all resilience improvement 
options is created and selection is based on 
decision-making methods. An iterative process of 
the resilience management steps is conducted to 
determine the overall resilience gain. 

Finally, during the last step, the modification 
options determined in step eight are implemented. 
Domain-specific standards and efficient methods 
are considered during the implementation and 
development. The subsystems resilience levels 
are also considered. 

The resilience management process is an 
iterative process, which allows for retesting and 
refinement of the system if necessary. For 
example, after the implementation of a mitigation 
measure that changes the system, this process 
should be redone. 

3. Tabular Implementation 

Dedicated input from experts of the system, in our 
case telecommunication infrastructure providers, 
is needed for conducting the extended risk and 
resilience management process. To allow for a 
fast and flexible assessment of the information, a 
tabular implementation was chosen for FRAT.  

3.1 Input requirements for the risk and 
resilience management steps 

The necessary inputs needed in order to perform 
the risk and resilience management process are 
identified in the following. A focus is set on the 
tables contributing to FRAT. 

Step 1 – Context analysis: To establish the 
context, a general overview over the system and 
its objectives is needed. Within the RESISTO 
project, interviews with the telecommunication 
experts were conducted to gain a broad 
knowledge on their requirements, security status 
and technical aspects of their systems. 

Step 2 – System analysis: The system analysis 
step in the resilience management process is 
covered by the table of system components (SC) 
and graphical presentations of the 
telecommunication network. Users are able to add 

the different SCs to the table, keeping in mind the 
level of complexity and the need for a realistic 
system model. For each SC, additional 
information like technical specifications or the 
connection to other SCs is collected in the tabular 
format. 

Step 3 – System performance function 
identification: A second table identifies system 
performance functions (SF) needed to quantify 
the resilience of the system. The SF table contains 
their specifications and a linkage to SCs needed 
for the SFs to work properly. 

Step 4 – Disruptions identification: For 
disruption identification, a table of potential 
threats, hazards and disruptions is created. The 
users add different kind of threats to their system 
(physical, cyber and combined ones) and include 
supplementing information like hazard 
classification and effects on both SCs and SFs. 

Step 5 – Pre-assessment of the criticality of 
combinations of system functions and 
disruptions: From the information collected in the 
tables, correlation estimates can be drawn for SFs 
and threats, serving as a semi-quantitative pre-
assessment of critical combinations of threats and 
SFs. This correlation is particularly important for 
identifying and assessing the combined cyber-
physical threats in telecommunication 
infrastructures, especially in cases of non-
simultaneous impact. 

Step 6 – Overall resilience quantification: 
Additional tools are needed for an advanced 
resilience quantification, based on the outcome of 
the previous step and the system specifications in 
step 2. Dedicated network simulators are used for 
this step within the RESISTO project.  

Step 7 – Resilience evaluation: Feedback from 
experts and stakeholders is needed to make 
decisions based on the outcome of the resilience 
analysis in steps 5 and 6. This is supported by 
tabular and graphical presentations of the results. 

Step 8 – Selection of options for improving 
resilience: A final table created is dedicated to 
potential mitigation or prevention options for the 
residual critical threats encountered. For each 
improvement measure, the threat(s) aimed to be 
mitigated is linked as well as the SCs impacted.  

Step 9 – Development and implementation of 
options for improving resilience: The final 
development and implementation of mitigation 
options needs to be carried out by system experts. 
It is not part of FRAT, but it exploits its outputs 
and analysis. 

 
In total, four tables are identified as main 

content of FRAT, summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. List of input tables identified for 

FRAT with inter-linkages to other tables 

Table Name 
Abbre-

viation 

Resilience 

step 

Linkage to other 

tables 

   SC SF T IM 

System 

Components 
SC 2     

System 

Functions 
SF 3 x    

Threats T 4 x x   

Improvement 

Measures 
IM 8 x  x  

 

3.2 Structures of the tables 

This section provides a detailed description of the 
structure and contents of FRAT. While the 
general structure can be directly transferred to any 
other system, specific information defined in 
dropdown menus (see 3.2.2) corresponds to our 
example case study of telecommunication 
infrastructures. 

3.2.1 Linkage 

A main advantage of FRAT is that information for 
different steps of the resilience management 
process is collected in one file. This simplifies 
further analysis by allowing to directly link items 
of one table to the items of another table, e.g. 
identify which system components are affected by 
a given threat. The linkage is implemented by 
generating automated dropdown menus from the 
list of identifiers of each table. 

3.2.2 Classification definitions 

A separate sheet is included in FRAT to define 
dropdown menus for the main tables. These 
menus provide a structure for categorization and 
classification of information, e.g. to classify a 
threat as either cyber, physical or cyber-physical. 
It is intended to facilitate the process of inserting 
new information in FRAT and help preventing 
from inconsistencies in the further analysis, e.g. 
due to misspellings. FRAT was extended with a 
Visual Basic macro to allow selecting multiple 
options from the dropdown menus. 

3.2.3 System components 

The SC table of FRAT has a general structure that 
can be applied to any system. However, the listed 
contents of the corresponding dropdown menus 
are specific to our telecommunication case study. 
The following columns are included in the SC 
table: 

· ID: a unique identifier for each component 

using the prefix SC, i.e. SC1, SC2, etc. 

· Name: short name of the component 

· Description: general information about the 

component 

· Subsystem: a classifier to identify in which 

subsystem the component is integrated 

(Radio Network, Optical Network, Satellite 

Network, Core Network, Data Center, 

Applications, Internal Network) 

· Type: a classifier specifying the kind of the 

component (Hardware Device, Software 

Tool, Interconnection, Mechanical, Built 

structure) 

· Quantity: rough number of how many entities 

are included in the network, or network 

segment under consideration. 

· Technical characteristics: information on the 

component relevant for its functioning and/or 

assessment of disruption impacts e.g. 

throughput, time delays, physical 

dimensions, energy consumption 

· Interconnections: possible direct linkages to 

other components of the system 

· Comments: any additional information. 

An example of the SC table is shown in Table 2. 

3.2.4 System functions 

The SF table of FRAT also has a general structure 
that can be applied to other systems, while the 
contents of the dropdown menus are specific to 
the telecommunications example. The following 
contents are collected by the SF table: 

· ID: a unique identifier for each function using 

the prefix SF, i.e. SF1, SF2, etc. 

· Name: short name of the function 

· Description: general information about the 

function 

· Subsystem: a classifier to identify which 

subsystem(s) function covers (Radio 

Network, Optical Network, Satellite 

Network, Core Network, Data Center, 

Applications, Internal Network) 

· Linked Components: a drop-down menu to 

select all system components, from the SC 

table, needed for a full function performance  

· Performance Quantification: definition of a 

minimal or critical performance rate 
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· Dependence of other SFs: a drop-down menu 

to select possible other SFs on which the 

specific SF depends 

· Comments: any additional information. 

An example of the SF table is shown in Table 3. 

3.2.5 Threats 

The table of potential threats, hazards, and 
disruptions contains the following information: 

· ID: a unique identifier per threat starting with 

the prefix T, i.e. T1, T2, etc. 

· Name: a short name related to the hazard 

cause, e.g. earthquake 

· Description: information about the hazard 

· Hazard type: a classifier to identify the event 

(physical, cyber or cyber-physical) 

· Hazard cause: a classifier to identify the 

general source of the threat (man-made 

(accidental), man-made (attack), 

technical/system failure, natural) 

· Frequency: a classifier to rank the occurrence 

of the event from very frequent (>= 10/week) 

to rare (<=1/year) 

· Duration: approximate mean time that the 

system is affected 

· Economic impact: a classifier (high, medium, 

low, no) 

· Impact on society: a classifier (high, medium, 

low, no) 

· SCs affected directly: a drop-down menu to 

select all system components, from the SC 

table, directly affected by the threat 

· SCs affected indirectly: a drop-down menu to 

select SCs indirectly affected by the threat 

· SFs affected directly: a drop-down menu to 

select all system functions, from the SF table, 

directly affected by the threat 

· Subsystems affected: a classifier of all 

subnetworks affected (as in the SC table) 

· Impact on other critical infrastructures (CIs): 

needed to simulate cascading effects (i.e. on 

power grids) or used as an indicator for the 

threat impact  

· Comments: any additional information. 

An exemplary threats table is shown in Table 4. 

3.2.6 Mitigation Options 

The following contents are collected by the table 
of Improvement Measures (IM) in FRAT: 

· ID: a unique identifier for each IM starting 

with the prefix IM, i.e. IM1, IM2, etc. 

· Name: short name of the IM 

· Description: general information  

· Subsystem: a drop-down menu to select all 

threats, from the Threats table, that are 

targeted by the IM 

· Component: similarly, a drop-down menu to 

select all SCs improved or repaired by the IM 

· Action Type: a classifier to specify the 

purpose or type of the IM (preparation, 

detection, prevention, protection, 

stabilization, recovery, improve) 

· Comments: any additional information. 

An example of the IM table is shown in Table 5. 

Table 2. FRAT: Exemplary list of System Components (SCs) for the telecommunication infrastructure. 

ID Name Description Subsystem Type Quantity Technical 

characteristics 

Interconnections 

SC1 Security 

Equipment 

Firewalls, IPs, 

etc. 

Core 

Network 

Hardware 

Device 

10 Firewalls, etc. SC6 

SC2 Internal 

Security 

VLAN, Proxy Internal 

Network 

Hardware 

Device 

60   

SC3 FO Fiber optics 

cables 

Optical 

Network 

Interconnection  Buried or 

overhead 

SC5  

SC4 Operation Software 

utilized for 

operation 

Data 

Center 

Software Tool 1-1000 Windows PC, 

Linux, etc. 

SC1, SC2 

SC5 Radio 

Infrastructure 

Connectivity 

for different 

services 

Radio 

Network 

Hardware 

Device 

  SC3 

SC6 Servers Servers and 
network 

terminal points 

Internal 

Network 

Hardware 

Device 

 Windows PC, 

Linux, etc. 

SC1, SC2 
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Table 3. FRAT: Exemplary list of System Functions (SFs) for the telecommunication infrastructure. 

ID Name Description Subsystem Linked 

Components 

Performance 

Quantification 

Dependence 

of other SFs 

SF1 Voice 

services 

Voice 

communication 
services and 

connections 

Radio Network; 

Optical Network; 
Core Network; Data 

Center 

SC3: SC5; 

SC6 

Real time SF2; SF3 

SF2 Connectivity 

(IP) 

Connectivity 

between devices in 

network 

Optical Network; 

Core Network; Radio 

Network 

SC1; SC2; 

SC5 

Varying matrices: 

delays, losses, etc. 

 

SF3 Connectivity 

(Radio/FO) 

Connections 

between radio, fiber 

optic links within 

equipment 

Radio Network; 

Optical Network 

SC3; 

SC5;SC6 

Varying matrices: 

delays, losses, etc. 

 

SF4 Data center 

services 

Date storage, 

manipulation, etc. 

Data Center SC1; SC4; 

SC6 

Volume of data and 

number of requests 

SF2; SF3 

Table 4. FRAT: Exemplary list of potential threats (Ts) for telecommunication infrastructures. 

ID Name Description Hazard 

type 

Hazard 

cause 

Frequency Duration 

T1 
Extreme 

Weather 

Storms or natural disasters causing 

physical damage 
physical natural 

frequently: 

several per month 
Variable 

T2 
Data 

Extraction 

Hackers accessing the system and 

capturing data (including data sniffers) 
cyber 

man made 

(attack) 
rare: ≤ 1/year 2+ hours 

T3 
Unauthorized 

Access 

A physical intrusion causing malware 

on the cyber domain core 

cyber-

physical 

man made 

(attack) 

modest: several 

per year 
Variable 

Table 4. FRAT: Threats, hazards and disruptions (continued) 

ID Name Economic 

impact 

Impact 
on 

society 

SCs 
affected 

directly 

SCs 
affected 

indirectly 

SFs 

affected 

Subsystems affected Impact 
on other 

CIs 

T1 
Extreme 

Weather 
medium medium SC5 SC3; SC5 

SF1; 

SF2; SF3 

Radio Network; 

Optical Network 
Power 

T2 
Data 

Extraction 
high high SC6 

SC1; 

SC2; SC4 
SF2 

Applications; Internal 

Network; Data Center 
  

T3 
Unauthorized 

Access 
low medium 

SC1; 

SC2 
SC4; SC6 SF4 

Radio Network; 

Optical Network; Data 

Center; Internal 
Network; Core 

Network; Applications 

  

Table 5. FRAT: Improvement Measures (IM). Exemplary list of mitigation options for the Table 4 threats. 

ID Name Description Threat Component Action Type 

IM1 Generation Generators placed in strategic locations for emergency 

power 
T1 SC2; SC4 preparation 

IM2 Training Employee training on variety of topics including 

security and vulnerability  
T2; T3 

SC1; SC2; 

SC4; SC6 
prevention 

IM3 Physical 

barriers 

Fencing, cameras, and/or locks to protect the 

infrastructure 
T3 SC3; SC5 protection 

IM4 Security Review Review of security proceedings to keep up to date and 

employees informed 
T2; T3 

SC1; SC2; 

SC4; SC6 
prevention 

IM5 Alerts An alert system when new accounts are created or 

accessed form a different location than normal 
T2; T3 

SC1; SC2; 

SC4; SC6 
prevention 

IM6 Redundancy Increased redundancy to improve response to attack or 

other adverse event 

T1; 

T2; T3 
SC4; SC6 improve 
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3.3 FRAT analysis 

In order to further support the risk and resilience 
management process a web-application was 
developed, allowing to interactively browse the 
tables and to develop first analysis steps based on 
sophisticated visualizations of FRAT. The 
application was implemented in the statistical 
computing language R2, using the shiny package 
by Chang et al. (2018). A screenshot of the 
dashboard is shown in Fig. 2. 

3.3.1 Connections 

An example for the visualization of the 
interconnections of the tables is shown in Fig 3. 
By selecting (clicking on) any item in the graph, 
those items that are directly connected with it are 
highlighted and automatically listed below the 
plot. 

3.3.2 Threat ranking 

A score for ranking the threats can be calculated 
based on the frequency of occurrence (FQ), 
economic impact (EI) and social impact (SI).  

 

In the web-application the score formula Eq. (1) 
and the mapping of numeric values (e.g. high=1, 

                                                           
2
 https://www.R-project.org/  

Fig. 3. Exemplary visualization of the connections of 

the tables in FRAT. Here, the SF2 was selected and the 

linked SCs and threats from the other tables are 

highlighted and listed below the plot. 

Fig. 2. Screenshot of the web-application. The threat ranking option is selected and the score of the example threats, 

based on the frequency, economic and social impact, is shown (top right). In addition, the frequency vs economic 

impact of the threats is visualized in a matrix plot (bottom right). 
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medium = 0.5, low = 0.1) can be modified by the 
user. The threat ranking is illustrated for the 
example in Fig. 2. The highest risk is assigned to 
the extreme weather threat, due to its high 
frequency in combination with medium economic 
and social impact. 

3.3.3 Correlation matrices 

The connections among the tables can also be 
visualized by a correlation matrix, as shown in 
Fig. 4 for the combinations of threats and system 
functions. This supports the semi-quantitative 
pre-assessment of critical combinations of the 
resilience management process step 5. Direct 
effects on SFs, as well as indirect effects created 
via the SCs needed for the specific SF, are 
considered and the user can modify the strength 

of each contribution. Our example demonstrates 
that not all performance measures are affected by 
the threats equally. Only the strongly correlated 
pairs of SFs and threats need to be considered for 
the more sophisticated resilience quantification 
process, i.e. Voice Services and/or Connectivity 
for the Extreme Weather and Data center services 
in case of Data Extraction or Unauthorized 
Access events. 

 

4. Summary and Conclusions 

A fast and flexible tabular tool for semi-

quantitative resilience analysis and resilience 

improvement was introduced in this paper. FRAT 

method is derived from ISO 31000, aiming to 

enrich its implementation. The idea of combining 

different kinds of tabular inputs needed at the nine 

resilience management steps allows to directly 

draw first semi-quantitative and qualitative 

analysis results, such as the allocation of system 

elements to system (service) functions, the pre-

assessment of critical combinations of system 

functions and threats, and assigning mitigation 

measures. 

The approach can be applied in various systems 

and infrastructures. The example used as case 

study in this paper is a telecommunication 

network, seen as a complex cyber-physical 

system. Considering telecommunication 

networks as holistic critical infrastructures is 

important due to their large current expansion and 

in light of the emerging use of 5G; thus related 

security aspects both in the physical and the cyber 

domain will be of major significance.  

The approach will be further revised in the 

framework of the ongoing RESISTO project, 

which deals with threat detection and mitigation 

aspects in the current and future 

telecommunication infrastructures. A possible 

enhancement of FRAT would be the extension of 

the existing tables as well as the addition of new 

input and processing tables where necessary, 

depending on the system’s complexity. In 

particular, a table containing information about 

experts and stakeholders when contacting each 

other in case of problems or for the decision 

making steps would be added in the future version 

of the described approach. 
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